Buying the right Clubs for Juniors
Here's the scoop on junior golf clubs.
How To Get Golf Clubs For Juniors
First thing I'd recommend is watching the video on sizing clubs for kids by US Kids golf.
USKids is the leading junior club manufacturer in the US. They have a sizing chart on their site and
a nice 2-minute video explaining how to use it. As a rule the driver should come up to somewhere
between their belly button and their ribs. Here is a link to their site and the video:
https://www.uskidsgolf.com/shop/equipment/fitting-center
Here is the most important thing to keep in mind: DON'T buy clubs too big. Buy them the right
size now, and have the kids grow out of them. Clubs are not like clothes - you don't want to buy
them big and have kids grow into them. There is a real issue with strength and ability to control the
clubs when they are too big. For the same reason you never want to buy Adult clubs that have been
cut down to kid-size. They are too heavy! Clubs that are too big or too heavy lead to swing issues
down the road. They are too hard for the kids to hit consistently, which is not as much fun for the
kids. It's better for them to be able to hit the ball consistently, have fun, and be able to control the
clubs.
Once you know the correct size we can always order clubs for you directly from the pro shop. Just
tell us what you would like and we will get a price and delivery date for you. New sets generally run
from $160 - $220 with bag.
You may also want to try Play It Again Sports in the Stoneridge Mall off 680. (phone 925-734-6750).
Their selection can be hit-or-miss, however, depending on the time of season. Nevertheless used
kids clubs there usually run between $70-$100 for 5 clubs with a bag.
If you have the time your best bet will probably be eBay. We've have good success with getting clubs
and a bag at very reasonable prices on eBay - usually in the $80 - $100 range.
My suggestion would be to watch the USKids video, measure your juniors height, find the right size
clubs (see the attached chart), and then go find them on eBay.
Let me know if you have any questions.
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